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Generalia
ice of Non-Groups in the Social Sciences (Jeremy Boissevain). - Social
and sociology are more than “groupology”. By reversing the conceptual

- e ence and making it possible for the individual as well as the group to
-entra! P°*nf of sociological analysis, it is possible to construct a conceptual
a accords an equal importance to all forms of social activity. This is at-
^Snig a sociological continuum of which the individual is one pole, and

tion T °ne "^e^weenthem range interactional networks, quasi-groups, groupsc comPlexes. The social forms between the individual and formal groups
,, " Prove to be the basic components of social life and, thus, of greater

i ran the groups and institutions which have so far monopolised the atten-
p (Man. the Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute [London]
^ dual Ownership and the Sharing of Game in Hunting Societies (John H. Dow-
0rn m°st hunting societies there occur together two patterns of behavior that

 imai 1 e ' on 'the one hand, there are precise formulae for ascribing ownership
e Datr °ne Person when many contribute to acquiring it; and on the other hand,
pr erns t°r community wide distribution of such animals. Why should such

K 5ec ^ ru^es exist if the animals will be distributed anyway? The seeming
r^r reso^vehwhen these patterns are viewed in the context of the dynam
ic Co r a ^str^hutive systems and patterns of esteem acquisition through supe-

rs to hav Utm^ community subsistence. The pattern of ownership involved
‘g an a Ve function of suppressing conflict among those who contribute to ac-
hs cone] rtla^’ s*nce ah would like to own it and thus be able to share it. Support

 *S absent Sl°n ^erives ±rom social situations in which the pattern of property ascrip-
. and c°nflict is present. (American Anthropologist [Menasha/Wis.] 70. 1968,

Elite Qr a§es (jjA r°uPs in Peasant Communities: A Comparison of Three Middle Eastern
 nifyhave Goldberg). - Analyses of a Lebanese community and a Turkish com
ity Su§&amp;estedeight factors that influence, both positively and negatively, the
^igi0us Cratlfication. These factors concern (1) symbol systems of elite unity,

06racy,(5j ep^ltlmation, (3) norms of recruitment to elite status, (4) education and
rn agrjc! e en&lt;f°gamy, (6) inheritance patterns, (7) effects of prestige on participa-

 ,a1?°htanian• UraI Iabor&gt; and (8) control of administrative positions. A community of
 *Q&gt;sUg„eTmigrantsinIsraelis examined in the light of these factors. This corn
er ^ as Com S yet another factor, viz., the degree of elite orientation to the outside

Pared to the nonelite. This factor is crucial in understanding the inter-
 ' — of elite status in the Israeli community. (American Anthropol-

' "31 ^


